Abstract
Introduction
Every day, our thoughts trail off up to 50% of our waking time [55] . This mind wandering occurs in various situations such as driving a car, doing work-related tasks, or reading a book. Smallwood and Schooler's [55] compelling review shows, that despite the high price of losing touch with the environment, there are distinct benefits letting your mind wander. For example, research shows that mind wandering enhances creativity [7] or contributes to better productivity and problem solving skills [55, 61] . Therefore, the concept of mind wandering is important for many fields of research and for practice Similarly, it is most likely that our mind wanders when using technology. Since technology is increasingly becoming a part of our daily lives, this aspect becomes more relevant. Today, technology is used for both hedonic purposes (e.g., gaming or social media) and utilitarian purposes (e.g., E-mails or scheduling). In fact, current studies suggest that our use behavior is intense. In total, an average person uses her mobile phone for various purposes for about 150 minutes per day [cited in 59] . Hence, mind wandering is increasingly relevant when it comes to technology use.
Information Systems (IS) research has recently acknowledged the relevance of mind wandering and has started to investigate technology-related mind wandering (e.g., [61, 70] ). However, it has been primarily used as a moderating effect. With the increasing use of technology in various domains (e.g., private or organizational domain) and based on various systems (e.g., hedonic or utilitarian), there is reason to believe that technology use also has a direct effect on mind wandering. Hedonic usage is pleasure-oriented and provides self-fulfilling value to the user [31] . On the contrary, utilitarian usage is productivity-oriented and provides instrumental value (ibid.). Since hedonic usage is closely connected to leisure activities and fun, a user is not tied to instrumental goals. Hence, we expect hedonic usage to lead to a higher level of mind wandering. This is also in line with previous literature demonstrating that different forms of technology use lead to different outcomes (e.g., [71] ). Consequently, we argue that it is of crucial importance to further investigate a direct relationship between technology use and mind wandering. Through an experimental design with 90 participants, we provide evidence that the use of a specific type of system (hedonic / utilitarian [31] ) has an impact on the degree of mind wandering.
Our contributions are likewise theoretical and practical. From a theoretical perspective, we contribute to existing literature on technology use by clarifying the relationship between different types of technology and mind wandering. We approach this topic in an exploratory manner and draw a link between psychological, neuroscientific and IS research. For practitioners, we provide further insights on the role of mind wandering in terms of technology use which in turn can be used to enhance productivity and creativity for knowledge workers. Moreover, our work can be of guidance when it comes to technology design that seeks to enhance creativity and problem-solving. In addition, we encourage future research to minimize disruption [23] and to focus on potential negative consequences regarding technology use.
To address our objective, this paper is organized as follows: First, we investigate the literature on mind wandering in psychology, neuroscience, and IS research. Next, we propose our research model that hypothesizes that there are differences in the relationship between use and mind wandering. Then, we describe our research methodology and present the results. We conclude with a discussion of the results and suggest potential areas for future research.
Theoretical Background
Studying daydreaming has ignited research on the exploration of the mind's capacity to wander [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , yielding in a new research area on mind wandering [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . This increasing interest was accompanied by new measurement techniques. For instance, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) visualizes how the default mode network (DMN) engages during mind wandering [16] [17] [18] [19] . Consequently, various neuroscientific studies have emerged [14, 21, 30] . As a consequence, psychologists nowadays agree that unconstrained mental processes are the norm rather than the exception: Between one third and half of our daily mental activity is unrelated to our external environment and off-task [55] . Mind wandering is commonly defined as "a shift of executive control away from a primary task to the processing of personal goals" [56:946] and as the mind's capacity to move away aimlessly from external happenings and tasks [24] .
The current state of research illustrates that mind wandering mostly occurs during the resting state, in non-demanding circumstances and during task-free activity [10, 58] . Attention drifts from a current task to mental content [44, 49, 50] and shifts from an external thought generated by the environment to an internal, task-unrelated idea [26] . Such a state of decoupled attention is characterized by thinking exclusively about internal notions and feelings and by the temporal inability to process external information [53] .
Mind wandering is often perceived as cumbersome and prejudicial [53, 57] . First, it is enhanced by stress as well as alcohol and substance abuse [20, 48, 54] . Second, it stands for a lack of awareness and consequently a cause of poor performance, errors, disruption, disengagement, carelessness and unhappiness [8, 19, 73] . For example, research shows that it becomes apparent in situations where it is not necessarily desirable, for example, when driving a car [8, 73] . Nevertheless, mind wandering also correlates with creativity and a positive mood [7, 22, 41, 70] . It helps give significance to personal experiences and facilitate future planning [41, 55] . Furthermore, it can provide mental breaks and helps relieve boredom. In summary, literature shows that mind wandering seems to offer both risks and opportunities.
In IS research, the topic of mind wandering has mainly been neglected notwithstanding its increasing relevance in a time where we are always connected and online without switching to effortless thinking. Always being alert was found to increase psychological distress [9] , anxiety and insomnia [32] , work overload and reduced organizational commitment [64, 65, 66, 67] . Although IS research offers established knowledge on task performance (e.g., [16, 31, 12, 43] ) and attentional shifts (e.g., [60] ), it lacks exhaustive findings on the correlation between technology use and task unrelated thought [61] . Thus, various authors publishing in high-ranking journals have called for a more fine grained view on both technology use behavior and mind activity in IS [17, 55, 61, 62] . Assessing the state of research shows that there has been both an increasing interest and an important gap to fill.
In IS research, Sullivan et al. suggest mind wandering to be both task-related and technology-related, defining technology-related mind wandering as "taskunrelated thought which occurs spontaneously and the content is related to the aspects of computer systems" [61:4] . Wati and her colleagues, who introduced the concept of mind wandering to our domain, devote their pertinent research to this area of research, as they demonstrate that user performance is influenced by an individual's focus ability and mind wandering [70] .
Having assessed different levels of task complexity, the authors call for taking into account the characteristics of technology use in greater detail in the future. At a later stage, the authors focus on the content of thought during mind wandering technology-related and non-technology-related settings [61] . They provide further empirical evidence that mind wandering moderates the relationship between on-task thought with creativity and knowledge retention. Their research repeatedly demonstrates that mind wandering has a significant impact on crucial aspects such as task performance.
Although previous research acknowledged the role of the mind and its impact on outcome variables such as performance, there is little research available that Page 6710 investigates the role of IT mind wandering. Against this background, we seek to shed further light on this research area in order to understand the relationship between technology use and IT mind wandering.
Research Model
External variables such as technology characteristics or use behavior have a significant impact on outcome variables such as mind-related concepts (e.g., [11] ). Therefore, a relationship between technologyrelated aspects and mind wandering is most likely. Since current literature primarily investigated the indirect effects of mind wandering on its outcomes, we focus on the direct effects of use behavior on the mind wandering experience itself. In doing so, we aim to a better understand mind wandering in the context of IS.
There are two important types of systems (e.g., [38] ). Literature on technology acceptance [15, 69] widely focuses on utilitarian use to shed light on individual factors that influence technology use and adoption. With the rise of mobile technologies, hedonic factors have become increasingly important. This is most notable with regard to social media and mobile games. To that end, previous literature suggests that hedonic use differs from utilitarian use. For instance, Lowry et al. [38] indicate that cognitive absorption is more important when it comes to hedonic use. In the context of the problem at hand, we argue that the use of a hedonic system is expected to be a strong determinant of mind wandering, because it is closely related to activities we do in our leisure time. Here, people are primarily interested to enjoy using a system instead of following instrumental goals. Moreover, hedonic usage can be considered as an almost non-demanding and effortless activity, and consequently invite the user to let her mind wander. Thus, we assume that the type of system (hedonic / utilitarian) and its corresponding use affects the degree of mind wandering. Against this background, we propose the following hypothesis (H).
H:
The use of hedonic systems leads to a higher degree of mind wandering compared to the use of utilitarian systems.
Methodology
Method Selection. To explore variances in terms of mind wandering, we used an experimental design with a strong internal consistency. In particular, we applied a factorial survey methodology [47] that has been successfully applied in similar research endeavors (e.g., [68] ).
Experimental Procedure. The scenario-based experiment covered four phases: First, participants were informed about the general setting and the goal of the study. Second, the circumstances and initial situation were presented by a short description underlined with an appealing image. Third, the participants were randomly assigned to one of four scenarios and watched a video (about 30 seconds long). Each scenario had been recorded on a mobile phone and followed the same procedure. To ensure a high level of involvement, we invited the participants to refer to the following situation based on what kind of technology they use on a daily basis (e.g., smartphone, tablet, or laptop). The participants were asked to fill out a questionnaire at the end.
Context. We introduced the participants to a workplace situation around 10 o'clock in the morning where employees usually enjoy a coffee break. Since a previous task took longer than expected, the participant started her/his break a little later and started paying attention to her/his mobile phone.
Experimental scenarios. After the contextual introduction, each participant watched one of the following videos, which are described briefly in the following (more details for each scenario, including screenshots of the movie, are attached in the appendix): Scenario 1 ("Gaming"): a common type of hedonic use of technology is playing (mobile-) games (e.g., [37] ). To mimic this type of use, we showed the game "Froggy Jump" by Invictus Games Limited. It is a popular mobile game where the goal to navigate a jumping frog through obstacles to gain points. Scenario 2 ("Facebook"): another important type of hedonic use relates to social media use. To imitate this type, we selected Facebook and showed a video where the participant navigates quickly through commercials, comments, and postings. Scenario 3 ("Booking"): to represent utilitarian use of technology, we provided a video that shows a booking process for a railway ticket. Here, the participant saw subsequent steps of booking a ticket, starting with entering the point of departure and destination and ending with paying and skipping the tickets.
Scenario 4 ("E-mail"): finally, to represent a second example of utilitarian use, we showed a video of writing an E-mail to a professor to register for a workshop. In this scenario, the participant saw a complete composition of a short E-mail that was sent to the professor at the end.
Participants. We collected data from 105 participants. We included complete data and excluded observations with less than 3-minutes participation time resulting in 90 observations in total. The participants average age was 29.72 (SD = 12.10), 48 Measurement. Mind wandering is an internal mental experience and can be measured based on self-reports [55] . In the literature, mind wandering is often measured by means of a single item, which prevents a further analysis of psychometric attributes. Since there are several multi-measures available [42, 70, 61, 51] we selected four items (c.f. Table 1 ). To ensure content validity, we translated each item from English to the participants' first language and back. We investigated the internal consistency (based on Cronbach's alpha), which suggests a good reliability (α = .81). We conclude that the measurement instrument is well suited for the subsequent analysis.
Table 1. Measurement Items
In this situation… WAND1 my mind wandered.
WAND2
I thought about something, which was not related to the situation. WAND3 I was daydreaming.
WAND4 I did not concentrate on the situation.
Convergent and discriminant validity. In order to assess the convergent and discriminant validity, we investigated the correlations matrix between the mind wandering items and the control variables (age, gender, job, tenure). As shown in Table 2 , there are significant correlations between all items that measure mind wandering and non-significant correlation between the control variables and mind wandering. Therefore, we assume a sufficient degree of convergent and discriminant validity. Note, that there are significant correlations between age and tenure as well as job and tenure, which is, however, common for this set of demographic variables. We also investigated the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF). Since all values are below the threshold of 10 (1.1 < VIF < 5.7) [29] , we conclude that multicollinearity is not a major issue here.
Manipulation Checks. We measured perceived usefulness as suggested by Agarwal and Karahanna [1] to check if our intended manipulation (i.e., hedonic use versus utilitarian use) was successful. Sum scores were computed to carry out an analysis of variance (ANOVA) between all groups. The results indicate that there is a significant variation in terms of perceived usefulness F(3, 82) = 7.337, p < .000. A post hoc analysis (Tukey's HSD) shows that all manipulations worked as intended. Scenario 1 ("Gaming") differs significantly from scenario 3 ("Booking") and scenario ("E-Mail"). Scenario 2 ("Facebook") differs significantly from scenario 3 ("Booking") and scenario 4 ("E-Mail"). Therefore, we conclude that all scenarios reflect utilitarian and hedonic use as intended. An overview is given in Table 3 . 
Results
We carried out an analysis of covariance (AN-COVA) to identify group differences and possible covariates at the same time. For that purpose, sum scores were used for mind wandering. The results are summarized in Table 1 . The results indicate a significant variation among the scenarios, F(3, 82) = 5.769, p = 0.001. Moreover, this shows that, apart from "job", there is no significant influencing factor.
Page 6712 Since the overall test is significant, we investigated the descriptive statistics and carried out a post hoc analysis using Tukey's HSD. The post hoc analysis indicates that group 1 ("Gaming") differs significantly (p < .05) from group 4 ("E-mail"). Moreover, we found a significant difference (p < .05) between group 2 ("Facebook") and group 3 ("Booking") and a significant difference (p < .01) between group 2 ("Facebook") and group 4 ("E-Mail"). All other groups, are somewhere in the middle. An overview of the post hoc analysis is presented in Table 5 and in Figure 1 . 
Discussion
This study seeks to shed further light on the relationship between technology use and mind wandering. Therefore, it expands on previous efforts that have investigated the intermediate role of mind wandering and put emphasis on wandering in terms of hedonic and utilitarian use of technology.
Discussion of results. In most cases, the results confirm our proposed hypothesis. In fact, three out of four group-wise comparisons are significant. In terms of the considered scenarios, the results indicate that writing an E-Mail shows the lowest level of mind wandering (M = 2.73, SD = 1.28). In contrast to the booking scenario (M = 3.19, SD = 1.69), this difference is significant. It seems that the autonomy that is related to a task may have a pertinent role. This insight is related to previous findings that indicate that the complexity of a task significantly impacts mind wandering. Assuming that writing an E-mail allows a high degree of freedom compared to a structured booking process, it is also more complex to fulfill this task.
Both hedonic scenarios do not differ significantly. Still, we observe a difference in a direct comparison with scenario 3 ("Booking") because only Facebook use differs significantly. We conclude that other factors such as the degree of cognitive absorption may also play a major role when it comes to mind wandering. Specifically, the results may indicate that playing a game requires the same degree of engagement or cognitive focus as a booking process, which in turn might explain a non-significant relationship between those groups.
Figure 1. Group Differences
Implications for theory. Despite the fact that individuals spend up to 50% of their waking time letting their mind wander, IS research has only spent little effort acknowledging related effects. Therefore, future research can benefit from this exploratory study as a point of departure for further research on mind wandering. In specific, it provides initial evidence that the use of hedonic systems has a higher impact on mind wandering which in turns open the door for further research that can investigate what type of aspects are most relevant in this regard. Moreover,, with a rising interest in IT mindfulness [17, 62, 63] , IS research can benefit from a more holistic perspective on mental activities. As neuro science suggests that the state of mind is likely to have an affect technology-related behavior, the field of NeuroIS opens the door for future research in various directions [18, 46] . This research suggests that technology-related variables such as technology use or a technological artifact have a significant impact on the state of mind and can thus be understood as an important stimulus of mind activity. Distinguishing between hedonic systems and utilitarian systems, our research also contributes to existing literature on technology use and user acceptance. The increasingly hedonic nature of information systems, where the majority of websites and applications aim at being user-friendly, implies the need to also assess a person's motivation not to use a hedonic system [31] or the danger of using hedonic systems in a dysfunctional manner [59] . With the ubiquity of technology, many potential drawbacks including addiction, work overload, disrupted work-life-balance, technostress can occur (e.g., [64, 6, 72, 59] ). Therefore, it remains important to examine different facets of the nature of technology use and the implication for individual well-being and productivity.
For research on 'the dark side' of technology on the other hand, mind wandering might also be an important aspect to consider because it allows individuals to detach and 'dream away' from (possible stressful) situations. Even though this might only happen for a limited amount of time, it might support buffering negative events. Moreover, by following a balanced view on both the benefits of technology use and the implications of mind wandering, this paper can help understand how to maximize positive results while reducing negative consequences of both phenomena at the same time. Those insights offer guidance for academia, managers, organizations, and society.
In summary, we put forward good reasons to further investigate the role of mind wandering in relation to technology. Based on this argument, we also offer new insights into how a primarily psychological state is related to IS. Based on our experimental study, we present implications on how the mind drifts away from current situations and tasks and present a point to connect alternative scenarios or replications near the mark. Considering mind wandering research, we also find links to the dual system theory, which is at the core of Kahneman's canonical work on "thinking fast and slow" [33] . In particular, mind wandering can be related to System 1 (automated, effortless thinking) in contrast to System 2 (controlled and focused thinking).
Implications for design. Although this piece of research primarily seeks to understand the relationship between technology use and mind wandering, it is also beneficial to design-related research. Most importantly, it indicates that, apart from the characteristic of a specific task, the design and the corresponding use experience might also affect mind wandering. Specifically, we assume that specific designs or design elements invite individuals to let their thoughts drift off.
Consequently, an IT artifact designed for utilitarian purposes (e.g., an Enterprise Resource Planning system) should consider this aspect in order to decrease mind wandering because it negatively impacts productivity [70, 61] . In contrast, artifacts that are designed to accelerate creativity should in turn stimulate mind wandering because it significantly increases creativity [7] . We thus encourage future research to develop and test design theories in light of mind wandering.
Implications for practice. Our research has also implications for practice. It highlights the relationship between use behavior and mind wandering. Therefore, organizations that seek to enhance mind wandering (e.g., creative environments) might investigate where specific types of use behavior might be useful. In contrast, domains in which mind wandering interferes with productivity, hedonic-based use behavior could be reduced. Within the context of managing and using IT, mind wandering has an impact on performance and is consequently important to consider when designing IT artifacts.
Limitations and Outlook
This study comes with some limitations that open the door for future research. First, since we investigate the relationship between use behavior and mind wandering, we do not distinguish between task-related wandering and technology-related wandering [61] . Hence, future research could include this. Second, structural relationships, i.e., the impact of mind wandering on enjoyment or creativity, are not included here. Third, environmental factors including job characteristics may also play a crucial role when it comes to mind wandering. For example, individuals who are involved in very intense professions may have a more limited opportunity for mind wandering than others. In contrast, individuals who are involved in scheduled work may perceive a higher level of mind wandering. Finally, future research should triangulate the measurement of IT mind wandering using additional techniques such as eye tracking, or brain imaging. Therefore, research on Neuro IS [18, 46] could provide further insights into the role of mind wandering.
Appendix A A1 Gaming (scenario 1)
To simulate the use of a game, we used the mobile game "Froggy Jump". The main objective is to navigate a frog and jump as high as possible. The higher you get the more points you score. Screenshots from the short movie is shown in Figure 2 . after 9 sec after 15 sec 
Facebook (scenario 2)
Facebook was used to simulate social network use because it is widely used and offers a great variety of additional resources that can be queried by the user. The main objective was to simulate a user who goes over several pages (e.g., shopping pages, holiday pages, etc.). Screenshots of three different point that represent the movie are illustrated in the following Figure ( c.f. Figure 3 ).
after 3 sec after 28 sec 
Booking (scenario 3)
To mimic utilitarian use, we provided a booking process in a national railway company. The movie covered all important phases of a booking process: choosing a date, select an appropriate connection, and finally pay the ticket.
after 7 sec after 18 sec 
E-Mail (scenario 4)
A second utilitarian vignette was designed that shows composition and sending of an E-mail. To mimic a utilitarian context, a university professor was chosen as a recipient. An excerpt of the movie is shown in the following figure (c.f. Figure 5 ).
after 3 sec after 37 sec Figure 5 . Screenshot E-Mail Scenario
